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We're back! We've been busy scrabbling in the 
wreckage to assemble your dose of good news. 

There's an organisation in Bangladesh called the 
Gramine bank, which lends money only to poor people, 
preferably women, with no collaleral whatsoever. 
Professor Mahomed Unis was lecturing in the early 
seventies. and became interested in the vi llage next 

door. He spoke to a women making beautiful bamboo s[ools and found that she was eaming just tWO 

cents per day. This was because she needed to borrow from a money-lender to buy the bamboo, and 
in return had to sell her stools to him for the price he offered. Unis asked how much she needed for 
the bamboo and found that it was 20 cents. On further investigation Unis found 42 other people in 
the village in similar circumstances. with the total needed to supply them with allthe;r materials for 
thei r various sma:!1 business being $27. 
Unis lent the money himself, and then set about trying to convince the banks to lend to other poor 
people. He had no success initially and so set up his own organisation, the Gramine Bank, lending 
tiny mounts to thousands of people. This was a major success. with a 90% repayment rate, tar higher 
than nonnal bank loans. 
By 1979 the Cenrral Bank was won over and there are now Gramine Banks in 51 countries, with a 
total amount lent last year alone 0($400,000,000 in lots of a few dollars each. 
The actions of the bank have produced bener results than any other poverty-alleviation program, wi th 
people sending their kids to school, high nutrition levels and family planning practices twice as high 
as the national average. 
And the Natural Step is a non-profit organisation which is convincing companies around the world to 
become sustainable. Its arguments are persuasive, with evidence that eve!)' company which takes its 
advice becomes more economically viable and successful . The results for the planet are looking good 
too with, for example, Electrolux, the largest white goods manufacturer in the world, producing the 
first efc and hefe - free refrigeration units as a result of their efforts. 
Natural Step now advises companies to/ailing 1 % oflhe world's gross domestic product, and they're 
growing fast. 
So don't chuek it in yet. There arc clever people out there fighting for us, and we still have a slim 
chance. 
Hang on to it. Consuela. 

Arnie KOJIb bas 
betn dumped by 
a biK wavf' on 
Koala Beach. 

S« if you tan 
bclp him find 
his way Nirk 
to hq tIU in 
Cud~n 

Nature 
Rf'Hn'e, 
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MURWlII UMBAH MANAGEMENT AREA EIS 
1. The MMA covers a large area of soil landscape types which support forests of 
considerable diversity. To produce a comprehensive but sufficiently concise E.I.S., based on 
sound, scientific. ecologically sustainable principles, is a very tall order. For this reason it is 
not surprising to find that the E.I.S. seems to be based on the demand side (as a response 
to government commitments to industry), rather than the supply side (based on continuing 
availability). 

The forests within the MMA have been "high production" forests lor 100 years and now 
contain very few mature trees. Most of the forests (especially Mebbin and Whian Whian) 
have been driven towards saplings of simplified species. Plantations of mono species further 
drive this trend towards uniformity. Continued logging has resulted in sparse, low density, 
low diversity. juvenile or immature forests which seem to be under relentless assault. in 
many areas, few habitat mature trees with hollows remain. Short term demands have 
dominated long term sustainabHity. A long rest or "catch up" period will be necessary for 
many compartments. 

Because of the diversity and scale of the study area, many hard assessments and hard 
decisions have been left to a later stage, the Harvest Management Plan. or Harvesting Plan 
stage. Monitoring of mitigation measures is suggested as the basis for management 
systems including fundamental silviculture and fire management techniques. 

The MMA EIS ptopONl has thaeloribetn, devetoped In ~ context of \II\C'fltalnty in 
relation to the land hue oi forwt area. to be alloc..ted. for long-Ium timber production. 
under 1M IFA outcoma for 1M MMA., hoat a total 0198 Stale fornl compartment». 51 

'cpmpartmentl p4ll1wo put~tI are dcfnred from timbei harvnl. And IS 
compartmentl plu. ,two part-compartments are c:wrently available for timber h,l!:n'~t 

. pending COInpletion 01 the.CRA (see Figure. 5-1). ThiJ provlde,ll harvesllevel ~'f HI ~r 
cent ~ the vol.l.IIN: allocated. foe harvat In 1995. . 

ES 5. The reduction of Ihe overall harvest level to 18% of the 1995 level is welcome, but 
one wonders whether this is derived from a scientific survey of the resource, or from taking a 
series Of "stabs in the dark" reduction estimates based on what the industry ''will wear" , Le. a 
"rounding off' to figures like "70% of the 1995-96 level" for sawlog allocations 
ES 5-1 

The alloc:adm 01 veneer lop troin the ~ 112,.000 rn'/yr. under a long.lenn 
(20 year) woodwpply agreement 

~ . . 
Other timber prodlldl will be .upplled 10 IndUitry, from areas oul'ide lhe 
JDPA. or &om Integrated operatiON ~hhin c:ompattmcnbl (culttntlr ,idolm...!) 
which may be releued 101" timber hanrat · during: the ~riod p<nding; 
COGIpledm 01 the eRA. .ubject 10 c:onai.der&tion by the HArvating Ad\'lsol1' 
Board., ulo11owa: - . - Annual voiulM to Indus m 

"'" 102.000 
Smd 10 1,000 

b500 
"Gltdlrs Uob250 
1"""0 . lJp10 150 

'"'" "" ...... 
l4avtilablt 
Mavailable 

""" logo 
Mavdabll . 

A complete timbei Inventory 01 the State foratl will be Wl:'ierukm by SfNSW 
eMly In ·the app~al period. under the direction of the R..'5CtUn.~ lind 
Conservation ~t Council (RACAC). The 'Ulu.inable limber ridd .,nd 
a nviMd Manapment Plan wlll be developed 1M the MMA once the RFA u& 
completed. · RaWtI 01 future timber resource Invft\torIa J.nd cutting cycle 
review. wID further rt6ne the det~tion of Iwu.inable yield 0'Ve!' time. 
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These figures and apologetic rationalisations s~ggest the arbitrary, non-scientific, nature of 
the "guesstimates". They are also non-specific. 
• Most of the forests within the MMA are contiguous with or close to, World Heritage 
Rainforest National Parks. The area has the highest biologiCal diversity in N.S W ., and is 
one of those areas in Australia where bio-djversity i$ under the greatest threat (due mainly 
to urbanisation). 

It is clear that these forests have an important habitat support basis for the more diverse 
Rainforest National Parks and reserves. The E.I.S. does not acknowledge this crucial 
aspect. Moreover the gradient from wet sclerophyll to rainforest is not clear cut (e.g. 
Terania Creek dispute over Brushbox), and many sclerophyll compartments or sub
compartments grade to rainforest. 
_ Regular fires will drive rainforest towards sclerophyll forest. Indeed State Forests seem to 
have a preference for sderophyll forest at the expense of the more diverse and protected 
rainforest. 
- Hardwood plantation species are selected for productivity without regard for other genetiC 
qualfties such as habftat values or compatibilfty wfth indigenous species. Cross breeding 
may occur between introduced plantation species and indigenous species. World Heritage 
reserves could be compromised by plantations. Indigenous provinces should be preferred 
for the sake of trees and wildlife . 
.. The impact of the continued use of fires as in "hazard reduction prescribed burns" is 
contentious and has not been adequately assessed. The policy is not clearly enunciated 
despite threats to wildlife, habitats, soil erosion, water quality, tree growth rates and tree 
species selection. (refer comments above) These are also threats to neighbouring reserves 
and private land and dwellings. 
• Because of "cart before the horse" commitments made by various governments 
guaranteeing supply of logs, induding the dubious "Wood resource Study"no alternatives to 
the proposal within the E.I.S. have been considered. Indications are that the proposed levels 
are not ecologically sustail1able. 
• Some important studies_have been deferred to the harvest planning stage, or have been 
interpolated/interpreted from other data. 
- No detailed soil survey work seems to have been undertaken. Rough estimates are based 
upon DLWC soil classification maps and detailed surveys will have to be made at the 
Harvesting Plan stage. 
- No detailed surveys of the 3 major catchments within the MMA have been undertaKen. 
Hydrological research from other areas of lower rainfall and different soil types has been 
"interpreted" . 
.. Future roadworks, which would depend on soil surveys, hydrological surveys, and 
Harvesting Plans, are not enunciated. Inadequacies in the current road network are not 
identified in the E.I.S. The sites of future ''temporary'' roads are not stated. Estimates are 
very approximate . 
.. Considering the regions biological and biodiversity significance (ref 2 above), the measure 
for fauna protection are not adequate. Medium sized mammals within the "critical weight 
range" are particularly at risk. More emphasis on ecological sustainabilrty and less emphaSis 
on short term productively is needed. 
8. Grazing wrth9in the region generally is very marginal due to high costs and low yields 
(sale price). Cattle are very damaging to soils and juvenile plants. They spread weeds and 
compact soils around root systems. For these reasons there seems to be no good reason 
why cattle should be allowed to continue grazing within the subject forests. No assessment 
of the impacts of continued grazing has been stated. 
9. The economic assumptions and expectations are actually very optimistic, and overstate 
the values of the proposals whilst understating the a~ematives. 
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_ The social and economic values of the timber industry within the MMA have been 
overstated. A combined value for casino, Grafton and Murwillumbah Management Areas 
contribution of $212 million is far in excess of the real value of timber production within MMA 
of under $20 million. 
- No values have been given for the costs saved from not logging the forests, nor tor the 
value of alternative economic activity which could be derived, such as water quality and 
quantity, increased ecotourism and increased honey production. 
- Timber from the MMA is estimated to yield $70000 per annum over the proposed 10 year 
life of the E.I.S. which is estimated to have cost a total of $2million to produce . 
10. The benefits deriving from wider, more adequate riparian, stream bank, fitter strips, 
buffers have not been assessed. Nor have other erosion problems arising from the 
clearfelling or gung-ho "selective" logging of plantation and other forestry compartments. 
11 . the adequacy of habitat trees and the method by which they are conserved needs more 
discussion and more rigorous enforcement, e.g. how is their density determined in the field, 
how are they permanently marked and protected. 
CONCLUSION 
The E.I .S. is not an adequate planning tool because it puts the industry demand horse 
before the ESD based resource cart. 
We believe the various oommitments given to the industry which guarantee resource 
availability are not are not Ecologically sustainable, and overstate the estimated supply at 
the expense of the ecological health and biodiversity of the forests themselves, AND 
neighbouring rese/Ves. 
Serious consideration should be given to the "retiremenf' of quota volumes, as companies 
exit from the hardwood timber industry. 
We are concerned by aspects of the plantation schemes which involve mass herbicide 
spraying in headwater catchments, genetic selection which ignores indigenous species and 
varieties, clearfelling which exacerbates erosion and turbidity. 
We also resent the trend towards artificial monocuUures in "normal", non plantation areas 
caused by overculting and burning. We believe the State Forests should encourage more 
sympathetic silvicuttural techniques which a/low more natural ecosystems to effect selection 
and management. In other words a less economic-rationalist, less forest-factory approach. 
The long lead time taken to pnoduce the E.I.S. has allowed some regrettable forest 
practices. Most parts of fIJI~hh ;" J:!nd Wollumbin have been severely over-cut, and there 
seems to be no respite. Paul Hopkins Submission Caldera Environment Centre. 

NO FREEWAY COALITION RAFFLE 
The TV advertisement prepared by David Bradbury for the Coalition has now been 
completed and booked for viewing on two channels. A preview was held at the Centre and 
those who atlended were impressed with the result... .. ,so watch out on your local channel. 
Fund raising to date has covered the cost of the ad and now further funds are required to 
repay loans provided for the televising of the advertisement. 
A raffle has been organised and a book of tickets enclosed with your Tree magazine. 
!st Prize is a wonderful piece of glassware by Collen Heaney. Nine additional prizes have 
been generously donated and indude, Gift vouchers from "Hair It Is", "Maggies Habitar', 
'Wet FX", Plants from C & N Nursery, Ian Cohen's book "Green Fire", goods from Santos, 
fruit tray from Supper Fruits, umbrella from Murwillumbah Disposals and bike helmet from 
Kearney's Bicyde Centre. 

. Tickets are SOc each or 3 for $1 
Please return tickets to Caldera Environment Centre by 30th May. 

Support the Coalition 



WETLANDS AT 
POTTSVILLE 

TIM Itruggie to proted the _lland 
south west of Pottsville village has 
been a lOng one, starting back in the 
early 1980's soon .nerthe earty 
stages of the Pottsville Waters 
subdivision were construetec:l. 

A major step was taken recently 
when 8 1 DOha section of Weiland 54 
was officially transferred to Tweed 
Council by tile developer of the 
Pottsville Waters subdivision (Peler 
Kreltelberg). 

It follows last year's transfer to 
Council of anoth« section 
(T.~t'I). 

The transfer of these lands to public 
ownership is an event of great 
signiflCal'\C8, and it calls for a 
celebration (see box). With the land 
in public ownership, it is now 
possible for interested residents to 
take a look al what allihe 
controversy was about! 

Legal Agr.ement 

The recent public dedication of the 
weiland was the final step in an 
agreement made in 1994 between 
Tweed Council, Peter Krekelberg 
and the Caldel'll Environment 
eo""". 
One purpose of the agreement was 
to settle a court action commenced 
by the Caldera Environment Centre 
(caldera), whO daimed thaI some 
drainage works in the wetlands had 
beftn undertaken without proper 
approvals. 

The coon action jnsoired Perer 
Krekelbero to make 'an offer under 
which the great majority of his 
weiland would be lt1In!lferred to 
council if the Caldera did not oppose 
the rezoning of a Jargely disturbed 
!'leCtiOn for re!lidentlal subdivi!llon. 

T wtmd CuurICiI agre,:,d to ufltkntake 
'NOf1ts which would restore the 
hydrology of the wetland 10 some 
extent. Those wor1I.s mould 
commence soon. 

A Long History of ProtMem. 

Wetland 54 W8!'i the site of the fir!lt 
Interim Conservation Order ever 
rNlde to protect II Nltural m'elI. The 
ICO was made by the NSW 
government in 1~ althe request 

TRANSFERRED TO 
PUBLIC OWNERSHIP 

0' the Tweed Valley Con!'lervation 
Trust It remained in place over 
!lubstantial parts of the wetland until 
alternative protection became 
available under the state wetlands 
policy (SEPP 14). 

UnfortunBtety. the ICO did not cover 
all of the wetland or the adjacent 
drier types of bushland. Nor did it 
pred~ wor1l,s on adjacent land 
which effectivety increased the 
drainage of the wetland. A greet 
deal of Clearing and drainage works 
took place in and around the 
wetland in the months before the 
SEPP 14 commenced If) 1986, 
much of it on the Black Rocks 
property to the 50UIh of Pottsville 
Waters 

Unau1horized cleanng ancl draining 
of the wetland continued during the 
late 80s and fiatt)' 90s desprte thfl 
protection of the SEPP 14 Earty In 

this period. 8 large section of 
wetland on the Dunloe Park property 
was lost fore ... er when the NSW 
government agreed to removed iI 
from the SEPP even though it had 
been deared end drained without 
consent. 

Though the NSW government hn 
not delivered similar rewartls for the 
unauthorized dearing and drainage 
WOfits undertaken In the nor1hem 
part of the wetland during the earty 
90s, they have root effecti\let1 
prosearted the serious damage 
caused to the wetlands by these 
,""",s. 

Damage due to dearing is obvious, 
bu1 the greatest problems may ha ... e 
been caused by drainage. There has 
been a direct loss of peat soil 
through its exposure to air and 
consequent oXIdization. Oner 
conditions ha .... also caused an 
increased frequency of fire. leading 
to further widespread loss of peal. 
The number and health of Irees has 
sutrered as a consequence. 

One Solution 

There would be a greal reduction in 
the problems encountered althis 
and other c.o.astaJ W9l1ands if they 
were owned and managed by public 
au1horil ies. II would greatly reduce 
the incentive for owners to 
deliberately dam~ wetlands 10 
Increase the chance of getting a 
rezoning or development approval at 
some laler slage. 

However, this solution raises a 
number of other problems. notleasl 
of which IS the need for the 
community to find the resources to 
acquire and manage these areas. 

In some cases, such as Pottsville 
Waters, it may suit all parties if the 
lran~er of the land to public 
ownership occurs as a tradeoff for a 
rezoning or development appro ... al. 
However, this can only occur Wf'Iere 
the wetlands in question are 
adjacent to 8re.a~ which hav@! ~n 
identified as being suitable for urban 
development or subdivision. 

Come and celebrate an important event in the 
conservation of bushland on the Tweed Coast 

Walk in the Pottsville Wetland 

Sunday 11 May 1997 

Meet at the park east of Coast road opposite Pottsville oval 10 am 

After the walk join us in a 
picnic lunch at Moobaillittoral rainforest reserve 

Enquiries: Rhonda James (066) 761284 or Henry James 
(066) 726012 

In case of bad weather call above numbers before 9am on the 
moming of the walk to find out what is happening 
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(Pottsville WetJands -
Continued) 

Future management 

The major issues facing council 
in its management of the wetland 
are (a) control of groundsel (b) 
managing bushfire risk in a way 
which promotes the habitat 
values of the wetland (c) 
provision for and control of 
public access (d) restoring the 
hydrology of the weiland 10 lhe 
extent possible gIven adjacent 
urban development and rights to 
drainage that neighbours may 
have gained. 

Thanks to the workers 

The proposed celebration is an 
opportunity to acknOwledge the 
work of a person who has been 
involved in the fIQM! for Wetland 
54 since the very start in the 
early 80s. Andrew Murray was 
part of the team at the Tweed 
Valley ConS6fVation Trust who 
originally sought the ICO. He 
was later Involved in bringing the 
events at Black Rocks and 
Dunloe Park to the attention of 
government and the public. 

He gained a detailed knowledge 
of the wetland through his 
participation in a study 
undertaken (0( the Heritage 
COuncil His f,;;jrnili8rity wilh the 
land was called upon in one 
prosecution undertaken by 
council in the early 90s. It was 
also crucial to the preparation of 
evidence for !he Caldera's . 
prosecution 

We expect that Andrew will 
come along to I1elp guide us on 
the planned walk. 

THE ENP Of OIL 

Against the backdrop of a 
frenzied rush by govemments to 
build freeways aU over our major 
cities and through our 
ecologicaUy sensitive roastsl 
plain. The world is entering a 
period where production of 
petroleum is about to peak, 
This is happening at the same 
time as China and the other 
Asian giants are experiencing 
unprecedented growth and will 
be competing for these 
diminishing petroleum reserves 
with Ina-easing aggression. 
China became a net importer of 
011 In 1993 and even Indonesia 
will need to begin importing by 
2000. 
Geologists acknowledge that all 
the major oil resetves have 
already been found and that 
further discoveries will be only Of 
minor fields in situations with 
very high reoovety costs, 
unexploited Australian Fields 
(9.g the stolen Timor Gap) are in 
this category. 
Major oil oompanies have been 
bleeding money for a decade as 
their capital inrrastructure needs 
replacing in a market where oil 
prices are being artifICially held 
dQWl1 by pressures from the 
Middle East producers. This 
unlikely scenario is due to the 
latter's desire to avoid 
depressiog their markets in the 
west as well as to discourage 
the development of alternative 
energy sources. 
As demand grows and reserves 
faU, the artificial low price of oil 
has a very limited life. W ithin the 
next few yeBfs prices will begin 
to rise and k.eep on rising. This 
will have a devastating etreet on 
the wOOd economy but countries 
"K& AustralIa, Wltn me OIg1"Iest 
per capita use of petroleum, will 
suffer a disproportionate effect in 
economic and social disruption. 
Remember that, apart from 
private consumption, our 
economy depends on huge, 
subsidized availability of 
petroleum products 

As wilh envlronmenlal concerns 
our various governments aren 
publicly ~noring the aming 
crisis and hoping that 
"something will tum up'. Wrth 
any tuck the other party will be in 
power when the shit hils the fan. 
Meanwhile it is business as 
usual. 
There are many altemative 
energy sources available from 
solar to nuclear. They are all far 
more costly than oil and some 
are unacceptably desructi .... e to 
the environmenl. Nevertheless, il 
is the best of these sources that 
we must rely on in the Mure and 
they will become more cost 
effective as they are developed. 
However, in the foreseeable 
future, we will never see an 
energy source as cheap as 
petroleum and far react-ling 
economic and social change will 
have 10 accompany the 
development of new sources. 
J wilt conclude with a quote from 
the reference used for this 
articJe, • The need for Austrslia 
and the world to reduce their 
dependence on liquid petroJeum 
fuels is urgent, especially for the 
major lJS8 -transport. We ara a 
privileged generation that will 
witness within a decadttJ 100 
shnnking of its present weafth 
and mobility We must have the 
courage now to explore new 
ways 01 Jiving whereby we can 
aI/live well, but consume less. 
VWh wisdom and good • 

leadership that inspires people to 
act, even a belter Jim than we 
h8ve now may be possible". 

Tom Tabart 
Reference: The Decline in the 
Age of Oil (Petrol Politics: 
AustraJia's Road Ahead) by 
Brian J Fleay. Pfuto Press Aust. 
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THE Hll KNING QIJESTION 
SumIDa,,' ofnpon Pf'I'lMrnt by TOlly lIay" AgriculturaJ Otrl(tr Condong 1995 

The Place! of cane fires in modem harvest operations is constantly being reviewed. in some areas of 
Queensland, most of the crop is harvested "green" ie, without pre-han.esl bums. In other (usually 
wetter) areas and in New South Wales, nearly all cane is burnt prior to harvest. The question is often 
asked, Why burn at all? 
T his issue is extremely complex and all aspects need to be carefully examined before changing J 
present practice. 
Firstly, we shou ld consider the two types o f canetield fires-
• Pre-harvest burns are carried out to remove all loose and dead leaves. dried out \",'eeds and 
extraneous matter to faci litate the harvest operation. 
The characteristics of pre-harvest bums are fast, hot fires, with tremendous updraught. Bum is often 
incomplete and large carbonaceous ash particles ("black snow" or "black gold") are a feature. These 
are the fires that attract tourists and feature on postcards. Pre-harvest burns are hot, dangerous and 
dirty. This job disrupts other fann work and every fanner would prefer not to burn. 
* Post harvest bums are carried out several weeks after harvest. The purpose is to remove extraneous 
matter that will interfere with surface drainage, prevent field from warming up and interfere with 
weed controlling cultivation. This bum is the first stage In "rutooning" cane. 
The fires are hot and slow burning with a varymg degree of combustion. Smoke is dense and mainly 
fine particulate matter. It is these fires that can cause trallic VISibility problems and may aggravate 
respiratory problems - particularly among fanners themselYcs. Howe\'C~r post han'est bums are 
simple, req ui re little or no exotic energy and leave excellent fire breaks between fields. 
There are alternatives to post harvest burning, incorporation of residues, zero or minimum till or 
minimum till plus chemica l weed control. 
Advantages of Green Harvest 
I. The farmer doesn't have to bum. This saves time and disruption, and for most that means money. 
2. Organic matter is conserved 3. There is no smoke 
4. T he resulting trash blanket can in some siruations completely suppress weed growth. 
5. On sloping and hillside country the trash blanket gives excellent eroston control. 
6. Trafficability in fields is improved. There is no need to cultivate between successive ratoon crops. 
7. Cane trash has many potential uses eg, paper, fibre packaging material . mulch, fuel etc. 
8. Higher sugar content. This is a doubtful proposition. 
9. Deterioration loss is significantly lowered. Cane will slart to deteriorate as soon as it is burnt. 
Disadvantages of Green Harve5t 
1. Difficulty in harvest. Visibility is greatly reduced by a cloud of trash and dust. 
2. Cane loss is increased. In Queensland losses are estimated at 3% for bumt and 8% for green 
harvl!st. A loss of this magnitude in NSW would cost the local industry approximately S5.Smiliion. 
3. Fire Risk. The harvester and ancillary equipment work In a highly combustible environment. 
4. Current harvesters do not have the capacity to efficiently harvest and clean heavY,lodged (fallen or 
sprawled) crops that are characteristic or our high yielding standover crops. 
5. Flood debris 6. Energy use is approximately twice that of burnt cane. 
Future J)e",ekJpmeDts 
1. There are obvious advantages to be gained from green harvest. To exploit these advantages we 
need to eliminate, or minimise the effects of the disadvantages listed. 
lnitially, there is room for some compromise, eg, post harvest burning can be reduced substantially. 
recent season length reduction made possible by continuous crushing has meant that less of the crop 
is harvested in unfavourable ratooning period. 
theres is cope for some green harvest now. in uncertain wet periods growers may opt to cut some 
cane green until the weather panern is more clearly defined. in some cases, outside rows of fie lds 
may be cut to serve as breaks, or as a rough test of CCS, prior to commining an enlire field to 
harvest. Indeed, one small Tweed harvest operator/fanner currently cuts most of his crop green. 
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2. Harvesters have developed the capacity to handle irwreasingly difficult crops. Future research 
needs to concentrate on better energy efficiency and reduction of cane loss in cleaning. 
3. Fire protection strategies need to be developed and implemented. For instance. some burning of 
strategically placed tields may be desirable to reduce the potential of runaway fires. 
4. Better cane varieties. A comprehensive variety improvement programme has been in operation for ' 
over half a century. To achieve and identify the characteristics sought in one variety, we cross breed 
many varieties of sugar cane including wild types, proven performers, newly developed varieties and 
successful commercial canes from our area. 
One characteristic "Harvestability" needs special consideration for green harvest For many years we 
have sought erect growing vari eties suited to mechanical harvest. Now. we additionally seek a loose 
trashing habit, ie, the trash isn't necessarily shed, but held lightly so that it may be separated easily at 
harvest time. 
This is a difficult goal but we are making progress. recent releases, Delta and Concord are 
improvements. 
Most importantly, our industry always seeks a better way. our research efforts have intensified on all 
fronts, growing, harvesting, transport and milling. We will continue to solve our problems in the 
future, as in the past and we will improve our sustainable productivity. 

Identification of Native Rats 
Rdi!tmox.k....:l~ .nr.lI.r:i1!h T .. ~1.Jf BI"'! "iou."\W.ill~ w;,~"" 

Members of the public regularly ask "How do I know if rodents are native or introduced"? The 
following gives an insight into the common species of Tat and how they can be i d~ntitied . 

Australian native rodenrs have had a raw deal up to date. They have received linle study in 
comparison ,vith the glamorous marsupials and fared particularly badly since settlement, with 12 per 
cent now extinct and a further 20 per cent classed as critically endangered or vulnerable. 

Two species of native rat in Australia are the Black Rat and Swamp Rat. Although related to the 
introduced Black Rat (Rattus rattus), these natives arrived in Austral ia over one million years ago, 
don't cany disease and avoid human habitations. Native rats fed on sedges, grasses, fungi and insects. 
By day thcy sheltcr JIJ hollow logs or burrows. These animals breed in the \\~.mlJer lllomhs and only 
li ve one or two years. The Bush rat lives in a variety of habitats which provide thick undergrowth. 
The Swamp rat prefers wetter areas with dense layers of sedges and may be active during the day. 
Understandably there is a lot of confusion about identification, so use the table below as a quick 
reference guide. 

QUICK REFERENCE OF THE DISTINGUISHING FEA H IRES OF RATS 
Species Tai l length Feet Feral or Native 

Bush Ral 

Swamp Rat 

Black Rat 

Brown Hal 
(uncommon) 

Same as heOld Olnd body Pink N4Itive 
length 

Tail shorter than head and Dark Native 
body length 

Tai l longer than head and Pink Introduced 
body length 

Tail shorter than head Pink Introduced 



DEEP ECOLOGY 

The following a~e exce~pts f~om a speech given ~ecently 
by the i n§pi~inQ Ame~ican "deep ecologist" Joanna Macy. 

Fi~st we must see what's going on and then ~eal ise 

that the~e is no techno logical answe~. A faint g~een haze 
of ~ealization will be inte~spe~sed with pockets of 
eme~ald green. With the close of the 20th centu~y the~e 
is a Time Of Great Tu~n ing - greate~ even than the 
Agricultu~al Revolution. The~e is no guarantee that the 
move fo~ sustainability will happen in time, howeve~ 

there will be eno~mous pressu~e on self-p~ese~vation.This 
will ~equire g~eat ingenuity, and the~e is no reason that 
it can' t happen! 

But How? There are three levels of action . 
1. Defensive action. This method will slow down unwanted 

" p~ogress". It i s the way of the activist. It ' s dange~ 

is that it of ten leads to " bu~n-out" then guilt . It is 
important to ~ealise that you are no t really 
abandonning ship just "dropping back " like a "head 
goose" . 

2. Structural analysis - What are the political 
structu~es d~i v ing us to destroyin g o u rsel ves? 
This leads to a whole ~an ge of wo~kshops aiming to 
de-m ystef y the p~oblem. This i n turn leads to new 
social and economic ar~angements: c onsume~ Co-Ops 
single cu~~ency,sane and sustainable p~actices. 

3 . Consciousness shift. Finally there are spiritual and 
psychological changes. We are awakened to profound and 
anc ient kinship and b reak away f~om arrogant 
isolation.In this p~ocess we need to pause with the 
~eali2ation that we a~e already "home" . How lucky we 
are! In Bob Brown's words "We are the universe knowing 
itself. " 

Nhat will help us navigate this turning ? 
t. Come from gratitude that we are human and have the 

ability to change our karma.Allow ourselves to be 
astonished by our own capacity to love. Sharpen it. 

II.Don't be afraid of the dark.It will last a while. Let 
it be okay that we don 't know the solution.Do not fear 
our an ger . It is a cover for our need for justice. 
Seeds ge~minate in the dar k . 

III.Dare to visualize. Imaginat ion is the most at~ophied 
of our capacities. 

IV.Roll up our sleeves and remember, the past contains 
the whole.A II global crises are interlinked. Enjoy 
whichever you choose to identify with. 

V. Act our age ! Our true age is 5 billion years .It is 
time we clothed ou rsel ves in the authority and dignity 
of our age. 

The beginning of a new .illenium May lead to exacerbated 
fears, paniC, apocalypse Dr rebirth. The choice is ours. 

Books written by Joanna Macy include: "The Dharma Of 
Natural Systems","Despair and Empowe~ment in the NuclE'ar 
AgE''',''World As Love~ World As Self". 

_10 -"' ... _-----------.... 
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Landcare • 
Although landcare is a relatively new term, there are already around 100 Landcare groups in far north coast 
and over 1000 in NSW and around 2600 groups across Australia. Landcare groups are often made up of 
farming families and their rural neighbours. but may also comprise school children, town people, teachers, 
parents and even whole neighbourhoods. 

In a nlltshell, Landcare is about ordinary people who have taken up the 
challenge of working together to find local solutions to land degradation 
problems in their area. 

landcare groups first identify any problems in their locality, Problems such as soil erosion or other forms of 
land degradation might exist on landcare group members' own properties. In towns, people interested in 
Landcare might focus their attention on an area of nearby urban parkland, a disused quarry sile, a neglected 
creekbank or if on the coast, a beach dune, headland or creek estuary. 

They then develop a local plan to remedy the problems, often with the help of various govemment department 
technical staff Some landcare groups from to simply investigate a problem. Many take the next step and plan 
"hands on" works programs and then set about getting the job done. 

They can do this by utilising a variety of resources. for example, local fundraising 9vents, local Government 
support. StatelFederal funding and sometimes local or national business sponsorship. 

Generally, with increased resources, landcare groups are able to achieve more Of! tha gluund works, reach a 
wider audience through signage, and often pursue a higher profile in the media and press. 

Masl importantly, involvement in Landcare activities provides an idea! chance for an to take positive steps to 
help determine the future health of their land and local area 

For further information on Landcare activities on the far North Coast contact Bronwyn Scott on 725488 or 
enquire at your nearest office of the department of Land and Water Conservation. 
Reference Landcafe - An Overview 

Ongoing pollution problems in Bum'ngbar Creek has inspiffJd the formation of the Shire's newest Landcaf9 
group at Burringbar. The group will address the problems within the catchment and surrounds of Burringbar 
Creek. 

Camphor Laurel 
The Tweed Total Catchment Comr;nittee has formed a sub committee to address the problem of Camphor 
laurel infestations withm the shire. Their first formal activity is a field day to be held on May 3 at Kunghur. 
There will be demonstrations on methods to kill the trees, mUlching, replacement planting with native species, 
displays on the use of Camphor timber for commercial purposes and talks by local representatives. 
The committee has also applied for funding to prepare a management plan on approaches to address the 
problem within the shire. For further information contact Bruce Hungerford on 725488. 

Tweed Coast Sur/riders Foundation CLEAN UP DA Y 
The Surfiiders hold a beach CleaJ' Up day on the first Sunday of every month 

May - North Kingscliff June - Cudgen July - Cabarita 
For further information Contact Stuan Ball Ph: 0755369891 
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(JU...V/.-I'\A> General Meeting Tuesday 13th May 
~~ Tuesday IOthJune 
~~ Upstairs attire Courtlroose Hotel 
T'7t n IfDl'Vffl'A'7-7I'/T:: r' r7I rrz:> ~! Main Street Murwillumbah 5.30pm 
CI HI fV,..A .j( '1-0 V L - LW Y L I'vl-- SHOW YOU SUPPORT BE THERE 

TREE is published on a bj~mo"thly basis and preparation is undertaken during the last week of the 
month. The next edition will be closing in late May and available in the third week of June. 
Editorials, Letters to the Editor and activities are welcomed. Assistance with collection of items, 
editing, line drawings. cartoons, typing and layoul would also be welcomed. Advel1isemenrs may be 
lodged at the shop or phone 721121. 
Tree is edited and collst<XI by Rhonda James, fronr cover by Barbam Suttee:. The editor and 
committee of the Caldem Environment Centre do not necessarily agree with the opinions and 
comments expressed in Tree. 

CALDERA ENVIRONMENT CENTRE in Commercial Road operates on a 
voluntary basis. Currently assistance is urgently required to assist in the continued 
functioning of the shop and environmenllliactivities. 

Assistance is required in the following ways, 
Shop volunteer co-ordinator - Assistant to the treasurer - Typist - Public Relations 

THE CENTRE NEEDS YOUR HELP 

YOUR MEMBERSHIP IS DUE IN 

SUPPORT YOUR LOCAL ENVIRONMENT GROUP " ru:n,ocailly 
( 

CALD[RA[N~RONM::N~T~CE~~N~TR£~EN1~~PO~:Bo~'~~~~TI~ " ~' ~" ~S~~~~I;:;~~~~~~i Become a member of 
""PY '" "TREE" magazlno. 

Tweed RIver [1IVi'_emaJ Echo' 
Newsletter of fhe Calder. £twirot,IIIW Ct"lrc 

IIMEMB':RSHIIJ's;.P. ......... 
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